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From: Jane 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:58 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: No to BC Hydro Opt Out Fees to keep analog meter

October 20, 2013 

To the BCUC Commission; 

I am writing to urge you to rescind approval for BC Hydro from charging an opt out fee for 
those customers who do not wish to have a smart meter installed. BC Hydro is demonstrating 
time and time again that they are saying whatever is expedient to achieve their goal (of 100% 
penetration of the smart meter to all their customers) regardless of whether the information is 
factual or not or contradicts what they have said previously. Here are some examples: 

1) they said the smart meter would alert them to electrical theft; even their own installers are 
saying that the sophisticated grow operations are tapping into the power in a way that the smart 
meters cannot detect/register  

2) the smart meters will notify Hydro when there are outages; again not completely true, Hydro 
is now relying on posts from Twitter, Facebook etc to get this information;  

3) that the smart meters are cost effective; not true, the average lifespan of a smart meter is 
significantly less than an analog meter; the whole program cannot be cost justified  and many 
places around the world are now abandoning the smart meter implementation as it has now been 
proven by many areas that it is not cost effective. 

4) the ability for the grid system to be infiltrated/hacked into is already occurring around the 
world  

5) they are not telling the public about the negative health affects that many people experience 
and what is being broadcast by many doctors around the world,  

6) Zigby chip – that they will be gathering and potentially distributing/selling each customers or 
groups of customers profile information on their “private” activities within their house – 
appliance usage, dates, time, frequency etc,-this is embedded into the meter  

7) time of day usage – they have misled the public to say that they will not be going to time of 
day billing which has caused Ontario’s residents’ bills to increase 100% – Ontario said they 
wouldn’t go to time of day billing at one time too.  

The fact that BC Hydro did not do its due diligence, to anticipate the fact that people would 
want to opt out (it’s happened all over the world) should not result in our having to foot the 
entire bill for the additional costs (if there really are any). People have a right to protect 
themselves from something they believe to be harmful or to invade their privacy – and should 
not have to pay to have that right recognized. 
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Here is an example: Memphis, Tennessee . City council just passed a resolution to allow opting 
out at no cost . How can they afford this? Also, look at the cost per meter -- $167 compared 
with BC Hydro’s $555. So whose system is more flexible and accommodating?? 

I am a one income household living in subsidized housing and it is ludicrous that BC Hydro has 
decided to charge a monthly fee for opting out; as stated above, if other areas can allow an opt 
out option without additional costs, why not BC Hydro – I feel it is a financial punishment to 
coerce the customers who wish to retain an analog meter; my equal payment bill is only $55 a 
month so an opt out charge that is 63.6% of my regular electrical bill is exorbitant and cannot be 
considered reasonable or conscionable under any circumstances. The amount of an opt out fee is 
solely based on the intent that they want to “make it so high that the people who are not 
financially secure will not be able to continue to decline the smart meter, it is called the drip 
approach; reduce the numbers little by little until there isn’t enough people to oppose the issue. 

BCUC should not only rescind this fee but they should review the whole project to determine 
the cost effectiveness of moving to smart meters, the fact that the government passed legislation 
to bypass the review of this program raises red flags and now that many jurisdictions are finding 
it to not be cost effective, BCUC who is our only “impartial” advocate, should rescind the 
approval for the opt out fees as not being substantiated by Hydro. (my meter is read only every 
2nd month but you will charge me $35 each month). 

Thank you, 

Jane Whitehead 

 




